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ABSTRACT

Numerous studies have looked at the effect that employment uncertainty has on fertility/childbearing. However, there is a lack of consensus about how to conceptualise and measure it. This paper first reviews issues surrounding the conceptualisation and existing measures of employment uncertainty. It then reviews existing measures of employment uncertainty in the context of fertility decisions. Finally, it raises considerations about their use while suggesting directions for further study.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Growing employment uncertainty in advanced economies and its relationship to fertility has received significant attention in recent decades (e.g. Adsera, 2011; Dupray & Pailhé, 2018; Kreyenfeld et al., 2012). However, diverging results and complex interdependencies compel the need to review approaches and measurements in a systematic way. It is clear from previous fertility research that uncertainty includes micro-level objective measures of employment, subjective perceptions, structural components, life-long trends, and emerging trends within countries.

Evidence from the last recession shows that fertility rates dropped more in regions with higher unemployment rates and where labour market conditions deteriorated at a higher rate than regions less affected by the recession (Matysiak et al., 2020). However, even countries that emerged from the recession largely unscathed have seen a decline in total fertility rates (TFR). For example, Norway saw fertility rates drop from 1.98 in 2009 to 1.6 in 2018 (Hellstrand et al., 2020). Additionally, TFRs have not recovered in Southern and Eastern European countries with lowest-low fertility rates (TFR 1.3 or lower) despite their economic recoveries (Comolli, 2017). This suggests that the macro-economic explanations linking TFR to unemployment rates do not capture the dynamic effects of employment in individuals’ lives.

Instead, the continued decrease in fertility may be tied to micro-level changes. Early theories addressing the role of employment on fertility and childbearing focus on the effects of unemployment. The microeconomic model of fertility theorises that unemployment produces two competing effects on the demand for children (Becker, 1960). One the one hand, the income effect constrains the demand for children by reducing available financial resources needed for childrearing. On the other hand, the substitution effect lowers the opportunity cost of childbearing, thus increasing the demand for children. Both effects have been observed empirically, although the substitution effect has been primarily observed for women (Adsera, 2004). Evidence from a meta-analysis of studies looking at the effect of unemployment on fertility rates indicates that the effect unemployment has on reducing fertility outcomes in Europe has become stronger over the last few decades (Alderotti et al., 2021). However, the effect of unemployment on fertility is mitigated by different welfare systems (Gauthier, 2007). Countries with strong welfare systems may provide a sense of security that counteracts the negative effects of unemployment and allows parents to make longer term plans. This implies that uncertainty arising from employment affects fertility more than short-term employment status. Unemployment alone is just one of the many aspects of employment uncertainty.

Since employment uncertainty is much more complex than unemployment, several approaches have emerged to measure employment uncertainty within the realm of fertility research. Theory in the fields of uncertainty and fertility suggest that interlinkages of life course domains, past experiences, and future perceptions make simple indicators insufficient (Bernardi et al., 2019; Vignoli et al., 2020a). Recent attempts have been made to create indicators that study the effects of uncertainty based on individual employment histories and perceptions of future uncertainty (Busetta et al., 2019; Fahlén & Oláh, 2018). There is also a rich body of literature linking fertility and the life course (Billari, 2001; Huinink & Kohli, 2014; Liebroer & Zoutewelle-Terovan, 2021). Considering the complications around conceptualising and measuring employment uncertainty, this paper aims to provide a systematic review of previous employment uncertainty measures in the field of fertility in Europe. It assesses these issues by conceptualising employment uncertainty, reviews the indicators introduced in the literature, considers the pros and cons of current indicators, and provides considerations for future research in the field.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 looks at the conceptualisation of employment uncertainty and what effect this has on methodology. Section 3 describes the main indicators introduced in the literature. Section 4 discusses considerations when making measurement choices, and Section 5 concludes.

2 CONCEPTS

The definition of uncertainty remains debated within fertility research. Vignoli et al. (2020a) classify definitions of general life course uncertainty into three categories: social interaction, available information, and fundamental uncertainty. Uncertainty by social interaction is defined as the inability to predict the behaviour of others since all individuals are simultaneously learning and adapting (Elster, 2009). Uncertainty results from a lack of available information when individuals have neither the ability nor the
Fundamental uncertainty is defined as uncertainty which arises from future outcomes that inherently cannot be forecasted or even potentially known (Becket, 2016). With regards to employment, this type of uncertainty, studied through the lens of globalisation, started gain prominence in the 1980s (Hacker, 2019). Substantial transformations in labour market dynamics over the last forty years have profoundly changed structural and individual employment security (Gebel & Giesecke, 2011; Mills & Blossfeld, 2003; Peters, 2008). For example, market internationalisation make them increasingly relevant to all aspects of life, making employment more sensitive to the dynamic nature of price and competition (Beck, 1992; Gottfried, 2014). However, fundamental uncertainty may affect individuals’ behaviour differently depending on their capacity and willingness to accept the unknown. Most individuals will experience uncertainty at some point, but when, how, and the scale in which they experience it varies greatly (Mayer, 2009). Intensified competition additionally contributes to uncertainty by increasing the need to acquire more human capital, postponing the entry into parenthood (Blossfeld et al., 2006; Kohler et al., 2002). When linking employment uncertainty and fertility, it is this postponement effect as well as the proximity of uncertainty surrounding childbearing decisions that affect fertility intention (Bernardi et al., 2015). It is with this understanding of the multiple manifestations of uncertainty that researchers need to clearly define what they specifically want to study.

Using the above classifications of uncertainty, employment uncertainty can be defined as: Individuals experience employment uncertainty when stability in employment is not, or is not perceived as, guaranteed (Anderson & Pontusson, 2007; Esser & Olsen, 2012). Employment uncertainty can be institutionalised (fixed-term contracts, seasonal or temporary employment, self-employment, or involuntary part-time employment) or perceived (Hofmeister et al., 2006; Trevor-Roberts, 2006). Additionally, there is significant occupational psychology literature on job instability, which is a similar concept with a similar definition (Cheng & Chan, 2008; Sverke et al., 2002).

However, the above definition does not provide a clear guideline on how to measure employment uncertainty. Most measurements fall into two larger categories: objective measures, which look at previous or current employment situations and subjective measures, which ask individuals to evaluate present and future risks. These measures can be further subcategorised as macro and micro measures as well as absolute and relative measures.

Objective measures of employment uncertainty focus on individuals’ risk factors like employment status or contract type. Job stability, assessed through contract length and type as well as time spent out of paid employment, is the most studied aspect of employment uncertainty, as it is easiest to quantify (Adsera, 2011a; Barbieri et al., 2015; Golsch, 2003). Objective measures are typically framed as looking for evidence of economic insecurity. A common approach examines the relationship between other sociodemographic characteristics, like educational attainment, ethnicity, or household wealth, and the ability to secure stable employment as a form of economic security. Objective measures are either absolute (e.g., employment status, contract type, income) or relative (e.g., loss of income from job loss, employment situation versus partner’s, income category versus median income) (Kreyenfeld, 2016; Testa & Toulemon, 2006). Relative measures are bound within a certain range (e.g., 0 to 1), while absolute measures are either continuous or categorical. However, objective measures do not capture interpersonal differences in the experience or perception of employment uncertainty—something better fit for subjective measures.

Subjective measures are generally elicited by means of individual surveys, which include questions about levels of perceived employment security or associated stressors (e.g., likelihood to lose a job, perception of worsening financial situation). This includes financial and employment security, job-related characteristics, and/or issues related to work-family reconciliation (e.g., Begall & Mills, 2011; Fahlén, 2013; Fahlén & Oláh, 2018).

The perception of uncertainty arises from individual (micro) experiences, but is also influenced by community or society-wide changes. Therefore, macro measures are practical for studying individual uncertainty and are often an aggregate of individual-specific measurements, but some influential measures are computed directly at the macro-level (e.g., consumer confidence index). This includes measures like national and local unemployment rates as well as the share of specific contractual agreements (e.g., public sector employees, part-time work, or fixed-term contracts) (Adsera, 2004). Recent work has started to look at how macro-subjective perceptions of employment uncertainty (at the community and national level) influence individual fertility behaviour (Vignoli et al., 2020a).

Finally, employment uncertainty differs from concepts like income volatility and economic insecurity. Income volatility is generally a backward-looking objective measure, but highly related to employment uncertainty (Iceland, 2005). While income...
volatility might overlap with periods of employment uncertainty, the two concepts differ (e.g., a self-employed person may have a highly volatile income, but may not feel insecure about their employment). Moreover, economic insecurity, oftentimes conflated with employment uncertainty, is a much broader topic that incorporates the individual’s financial and human capital and their ability to handle economically difficult times and escape financially tenuous situations (Richiardi & He, 2019). For example, highly educated persons may experience long periods of employment uncertainty, particularly early in their careers, but not suffer from significant economic insecurity, while the opposite might be true for the less educated (Stiglitz et al., 2009). Thus, it is important to note the difference between employment uncertainty, economic insecurity, and income volatility.

3 MEASURES

Considering the complexity involved in defining and conceptualising employment uncertainty, as outlined above, this section reviews employment uncertainty measures identified in the fertility literature. It starts with individual objective measures (Sections 3.1–3.4), mixed objective, and subjective measures (Sections 3.5–3.6) before proceeding to individual subjective measures (Sections 3.7–3.9). Finally, it looks at macro-level measures (Section 3.10). Measures are summarised in Table A1 in the Appendix.

3.1 EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Numerous studies analyse individuals’ or couples’ employment status in the context of fertility/childbearing. Baizán (2005) explores the effect of employment status nine months prior to childbirth and differentiates between employed, unemployed, student, or housewife. Additionally, he includes the employment sector (public or private), contract type (stable, temporary, or self-employed), and working hours (full or part-time) collected once per year and assumed to apply consistently over that year. Baizán (2009) further revises this model and includes a time-varying employment status, which is updated monthly. Adsera (2011b) examines women’s employment status over the previous seven months and distinguishes between working and unemployed/inactive. Work is further differentiated by creating dummy variables for part-time, public sector, self-employed, and very short contracts.

Barbieri et al. (2015) create four categories of workers using employment types, comprised of permanent employment, self-employment, atypical employment, and other non-standard jobs.1 They construct this typology using the type of contract for dependent workers (permanent, fixed-term, training contract, seasonal, or off-the-books), manner of self-employment (with employees, without employees, freelancer, or entrepreneur), whether the work was seasonal or occasional, and the standardised four-digit International Standard Classification of Occupation (ISCO) code.2 To capture employment uncertainty, the authors create a binary indicator for the transition from an insecure to a secure employment position using the four established employment types, where 0 indicates insecure work (atypical or non-standard) and 1 indicates secure work (permanent or self-employed).

An alternative approach categorises the positional status of a woman in the household by accounting for her partnership status and her partner’s employment status. Wood & Neels (2017) create eleven time-constant3 categories: (1) Child in the household, (2) single, (3) married to an employed partner, (4) married to an unemployed partner, (5) married to an inactive partner, (6) married to a partner of unknown status, (7) cohabitating with an employed partner, (8) cohabitating with an unemployed partner, (9) cohabitating with an inactive partner, (10) cohabitating with a partner of unknown status, and (11) other. In addition, they use a time-constant covariant of female employment, distinguishing between (1) employed full-time, (2)

1 Atypical employment is defined as a fixed-term contract or pseudo self-employed—performing a job with a self-employed contract in a subordinate position. Non-standard jobs are mainly seasonal or “off-the-books.”
3 Women’s partnership + employment status is measured in 2001. They then use discrete time hazard models to estimate timing of first, second, and third births for 2002–2005.
employed part-time, (3) unemployed, (4) inactive, or (5) other/unknown. This model considers women on maternity leave as being employed full-time.

3.2 INCOME

In countries where social benefits have a function similar to employment stability (e.g., Sweden), income can be used as a proxy of objective risk of employment uncertainty. Andersson (2000) examines a ten-year period using a time-varying income measure that includes income from paid work, benefits, and in-kind transfers (including student benefits and unemployment assistance). Andersson distinguishes between three income groups, as well as four non-income earning statuses (student, unemployed, vocational training, or in pension). In a follow-up study, Andersson and Scott (2007) refine this income approach by using employment status and yearly income to stratify persons into eight groups: student, unemployed, welfare, low income (without government income assistance), medium income, high income, top income, and non-response. The authors remark that this income approach is most logical in strong welfare states where students and the unemployed receive sizable benefits that reduce the risk of job loss or career change.

While several studies have used income to explain fertility, others have used income to control for the risk associated with employment uncertainty. Baizán (2005) uses two indicators, the woman’s income and her partner’s income, to create four income groups: very low (less than 33.3 percent of the national sex-specific median income), low (from 33.3 to less than 66.6 percent), medium (from 66.6 to 90.0 percent), and high (over 90.0 percent). Schmitt (2008) studies relative income within the partnership (substantially lower than that of partner, both incomes are about the same, or own income is higher than that of partner). The author uses this approach to look into different household types (male breadwinners, equal, female breadwinners) and how they affect each partner’s perception of employment uncertainty.

Employment uncertainty from temporary employment may come from the decreased earning potential rather than the contract length (van Wijk et al., 2021). Using income as a mediator, van Wijk et al. analyse how temporary employment affects the timing of first birth. They measure income as the natural log of individual yearly earnings.

3.3 NUMBER AND DURATION OF JOB SPELLS

Using retrospective employment histories is an approach to quantify time spent in unemployment (e.g., total number of months spent in unemployment, ratio of years/months spent in paid employment, number of previous job shifts). Özcan et al. (2010) analyse birth outcomes by studying the number of months spent in unemployment, the number of unemployment spells, and the number of prior job shifts. Schmitt (2008) takes a similar approach by adding the number of incidences of long-term employment (spells longer than four months) within the last five years.

Pailhé and Solaz (2012) examine employment uncertainty by creating three indicators to explore both timing of births and completed fertility. The first is a time-varying indicator that looks at employment status in the previous year: long-term employment, short-term employment, unemployment, or homemaker (for women). It is measured at t-1 to capture the recent experiences of each individual in the labour market. Next, they create a time-varying ratio of years spent in unemployment/short-term employment over permanent employment since union formation. Finally, they include employment status at union formation.

In contrast to measuring unemployment as a count of states or as a ratio, other work attempts to measure more dynamically by combining the number and intensities of unemployment spells into one indicator. Ciganda (2015) uses the notion of a stable

---

* Measured as one third or less of partner’s income, within one third, or more than one third and above.
state as a desired state, and then uses sequence analysis to generate a unique indicator of time spent in unstable states, combining previous count and ratio measures.

Busetta et al. (2019) use a similar approach for their Persistent Joblessness Indicator (PJI), which standardises the experience of career joblessness between 0 and 1. Their indicator focuses on being in or out of paid employment as a binary state. Like Ciganda (2015), they use sequence analysis to combine the number and intensity of joblessness spells. However, the PJI contributes to Ciganda’s method by additionally calculating the proximity of years with jobless periods as well as the recency of joblessness to the observation period. Finally, they factor in local labour market characteristics by controlling for the unemployment experiences of peers.

### 3.4 Occupational Class

Some studies use occupational class as a proxy for general economic well-being or vulnerability in the job market. Barbieri et al. (2015) use a time-varying indicator based on the Erikson-Goldthorpe-Portocarero (ECP) classification system. Bernardi & Nazio (2005) apply ISCO classifications to occupations, stratifying them into eight groups: service, routine white collar, skilled worker, unskilled worker, unskilled manual worker, self-employed with employees, self-employed without employees, and agricultural worker. The authors consider individuals who are unskilled workers, self-employed, or agricultural workers as being more economically insecure since they generally have lower incomes and less ability to save. They link this to employment uncertainty by also controlling for contract type (permanent contract, fixed-term training contract, other form of fixed-term contract, consulting job, or without a contract) as well as employment status (in education, out of education but not looking for a first job, in search of the first job, unemployed, inactive, and employed).

### 3.5 Job Characteristics

Job-specific aspects might make individuals feel more or less certain about their employment. Because job characteristics beyond contract type and working hours are often more heterogenous, studies use subjective survey questions to overcome interpersonal heterogeneities. Begall and Mills (2011) focus on three distinct job characteristics to capture these differences: The first, perceived work control, is based on the following six features: pace of work, daily organisation of work, power in company policy decisions, requirement to learn new skills, if the job offers variety in tasks and challenges, and tasks are not closely supervised. The second factor is job strain or the feeling that there is never enough time to finish tasks. Finally, work–family conflict comprises the following four aspects: worrying about work problems when not working, feeling too tired after work to enjoy things one would like to do at home, finding the job prevents from spending time with a partner or family, and perceiving that the partner or the family get fed up with the pressures of the respondent’s job. They further incorporate a weight based on the importance placed on being able to combine family and work when choosing a job. In a similar vein, Schmitt (2012) includes objective measures of career-oriented time pressure by adding an indicator for overtime worked in order to see how job-related time pressure affects entry into parenthood.

Arguably, the emotions associated with employment uncertainty are not directly capturable. Vignoli et al. (2020b) use subjective well-being (SWB) as a proxy for unobservable job characteristics, positing that SWB is negatively affected by unemployment, tenuous employment, and the distinct characteristics of particular jobs that make people feel unstable. They argue that employment uncertainty may be highly age- and career-specific; part-time or fixed contract work may give younger, less established workers opportunities to be flexible in their careers, temporarily increasing SWB, but that flexibility can turn

---

5 He distinguishes between the following states: student, military service, full-time employment, self-employed, part-time employment, on leave, helping at home, unemployed, retired, inactive, sick, or other. For men, he defines unemployment and part-time employment as unstable states, while only unemployment is classified as unstable for women. This is because a majority of men reported that being in part-time employment was involuntary, while women may use part-time employment as a way to reconcile career and family duties.

6 In a hypothetical scenario where two respondents spent the same amount of time unemployed but the first respondent had 10 spells, while the second respondent only had two spells, the first respondent would have an indicator that signifies a higher level of instability.

7 The Goldthorpe Class Scheme is widely used to examine social mobility in industrialised nations and is often referred to in the literature as EGP (Erikson-Goldthorpe-Portocarero) after its three principal founders (Erikson et al., 1979). The scheme classifies workers into several categories based on labour market and work situation.
to insecurity as they age and would like to start a family. The authors use SWB to capture the age when flexible working situations no longer increase SWB but infringe upon it.

### 3.6 CAREER MAKING

Employment uncertainty could be the perception of working in a position below career ambitions (e.g., individuals perceive that they are on the wrong career trajectory with their current employment). While this might directly relate to income, it can also concern a position’s prestige and the perception of advancement opportunities. Schmitt (2012) examines educational qualifications and first job characteristics to test if not having a perceived sufficiently prestigious job affects fertility outcomes. He creates an index to see if individuals were underqualified, properly qualified, or overqualified for their first position. Establishing a level of employment stability often starts at the relative level of first employment, and individual sense of stability depends on if individuals believe their qualifications match the job prestige. In this case, subjective perception is derived from objective measures and not directly asked.

### 3.7 SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTIONS OF SECURITY

The most direct way to capture forward-looking subjective perceptions of employment uncertainty is to ask job security questions in surveys. Golsch (2003) includes perception of job satisfaction\(^8\) as a way to assess job security. Hanappi et al. (2017) expand on this by explicitly asking about job security\(^9\) to evaluate the risk of becoming unemployed in the following twelve months. They create an indicator to see if perceived insecurity rose or declined between waves as well as an indicator for changes to or from fixed-term contracts. They add an indicator for change in job security by the respondent’s partner.

Unemployment can be a form of certainty (i.e., you know you do not have a job). Individuals who have a high probability of changing states (employed to unemployed or vice versa) face the highest perceived levels of uncertainty. Bhaumik & Nugent (2011) utilise two questions to assess perceptions of job security: One for employed persons about the risk of losing their job (very concerned, somewhat concerned, or not concerned at all) and one for unemployed individuals about the ease of finding employment (easy, difficult, or almost impossible). They combine these two items to create a 6-point scale, with 1 being “employed and secure” and 6 being “unemployed with a low perceived chance of finding a job.” The logic is that the middle scores, 3 or 4, are where individuals face the most employment uncertainty.

Fahlén and Oláh (2018) combine perceived job security with perceived income security to more comprehensively capture the subjective threat of insecurity through self-evaluation questions about respondents’ employment circumstances and economic resources. Perceived job security is evaluated with the statement “[m]y job is secure,”\(^11\) while perceived income security is evaluated according to the perception of household financial resources.\(^12\) Along with income, van Wijk et al. (2021) use two types of subjective forms of job security\(^13\) to mediate the effect of temporary contracts. Both variables are measured as dummies: 1 if the person perceives job insecurity and 0 if not.

Various studies have use perceptions of financial security as a measure of general economic uncertainty (Kreyenfeld, 2005, 2016; Testa & Basten, 2014). However, since getting pregnant carries significant financial costs, there is an endogenous relationship to the answer individuals give in the survey and their likelihood of getting pregnant in the next year. Hofmann

---

\(^8\) From the Spanish European Community Household Panel (ECHP): “How satisfied are you with your present job or business in terms of earnings, hours of work, working conditions, etc.?”

\(^9\) “Would you say that your job is very secure, quite secure, a bit insecure or very insecure?”

\(^11\) 3 is coded as individuals who are employed but “very concerned” about losing their job, while 4 is coded as individuals who are unemployed who can “easily” find employment.

\(^12\) On a 5-point Likert scale

\(^13\) “How do you feel about your household’s income nowadays?” The possible answers are: Living comfortably, coping, finding it difficult, or finding it very difficult.

---

\(^*\) If individuals perceive that they are at risk of losing their job (cognitive job insecurity) and if they worry about losing their job (affective job insecurity).
3.8 PERCEPTION OF RESILIENCE

Uncertainty can be seen as not only the fear of losing current employment, but also as the fear of not being able to replace one quickly. Gatta et al. (2021) incorporate the perception of job security (likelihood to still have a job in the next six months) with an additional theoretical idea of resilience, captured by the perceived ability to find a new job in case of job loss. They control for the subjective differences in perception of resilience with an additional question about the individual’s risk aversion.

3.9 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To look how regional and national level attitudes towards present and future uncertainty influence individuals’ notion of uncertainty, Guetto et al. (2020) expand their narrative framework into an experimental framework using short-term fertility intentions, splitting the sample into five groups. In a follow-up interview a few months later, each respondent received one of several fabricated news stories about the COVID-19 pandemic, describing various lengths of return to normality following a lockdown. The goal was to examine if consumed media (or communal perceptions of economic/employment uncertainty) affects individual levels of uncertainty about fertility intentions. This experimental approach is innovative and its larger application for measuring the effect of communal perceptions of uncertainty still needs to be worked out in the field.

3.10 MACRO MEASURES

The most commonly used macro-level measures for employment uncertainty are national and local unemployment rates. Unemployment rates can signify the capacity to find or change employment. Adsera (2011a) applies twelve-month backdated female unemployment rates as well as the national long-term unemployment rate interacted with the female labour force participation rate. Kravdal (2002) uses the regional unemployment rate to see how regional and sector-specific unemployment affects fertility behaviour, differentiating between agricultural, manufacturing, and service sectors. Pailhé and Solaz (2012) use gender-specific regional unemployment rates as a proxy for the individual perceived risk of unemployment. Fahlén and Oláh (2018) use unemployment rates plus a measure of employment protection legislation (as measured by the OECD) that combines individual and collective termination and temporary employment legislation.15

Contractual agreements (as discussed in Section 3.1) can negatively or positively affect employment uncertainty. One the one hand, people who are forced to accept part-time work might feel more uncertain about their employment than those who do so willingly. On the other hand, part-time work allows mothers to remain in the labour force. Therefore, the share of contractual agreements can be a proxy measure of society-wide employment uncertainty. The share of workers in part-time work varies significantly across high-income countries (OECD, 2021). This also applies to the percentage of workers employed in the public sector (which greatly reduces employment uncertainty) or in self-employment (generally associated with increased employment uncertainty). Adsera (2011a) uses the share of public sector, self-employment, and part-time employment to look at the effect of contractual agreements on birth outcomes across countries. Part-time employment is interacted with female

---

14 From the German Socioeconomic Panel “What is your attitude towards your own economic situation?” with the options of: Very concerned, somewhat concerned, or not concerned at all.

15 The OECD uses 24 measures of the strictness of employment protection for both individuals and collective dismissals to create an indicator of the level of legal employment protection in each country. Specific details can be found here: https://www.oecd.org/els/emp/oecbindicators/employmentprotection.htm
4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR MEASURE CHOICE

Employment uncertainty is a complex theoretical topic involving several layers and temporal aspects. No single measure completely captures the entire scope of uncertainty. Objective measures focus on normative individual employment situations, while subjective measures aim to directly describe feelings and perceptions of employment uncertainty. There are advantages and disadvantages to selecting objective and/or subjective measures, which researchers should keep in mind when designing their study. Not recognising their specific limitations can lead researchers to overstating their findings.

4.1 OBJECTIVE MEASURES

The advantage to using objective measures is their ease. Many of the measures have largely universal definitions and are available from a variety of data sources (e.g., registries, censuses, or surveys). National governments and/or private entities within countries (e.g., insurance companies) often collect basic demographic details and employment status on a monthly or weekly basis, making large, reliable datasets available. Furthermore, objective measures have many advantages for cross-country comparisons. Finally, objective measures are perceived as being more theoretically straightforward. Hence, it is the universality, availability, comparability, and relative straightforwardness that make them attractive.

Objective measures are often preferred because they avoid the pitfalls of interpersonal subjectivity. However, for employment uncertainty, they require that the researcher makes the assumption that the drivers of expectation formation are past and present experiences (Leach et al., 2013). The rationale is that past experiences create adaptive expectations as well as structural constraints. However, since uncertainty is inherently forward-looking, associations between fertility outcomes and objective measures may confuse the direction of the effect (Bloom, 2014).

The most common objective measure used for measuring employment uncertainty is employment status. Yet, there is no precise approach for properly measuring the nuanced difference between types of employment status when deciding which are uncertain (e.g., difference between full-time and part-time employment, difference between forced and elected inactivity, or self-employment as a choice or an alternative to a bad job market). Almost all other objective measures of employment uncertainty build upon how researchers demarcate employment statuses as either certain or uncertain. Therefore, a study’s conceptualisation of employment status matters.

Some studies use recategorisation to investigate the nuances in employment status. The process generally starts by theoretically defining potential forms of employment status, noting specific situations and then categorising them into new groups (e.g., involuntary part-time employment, self-employment in a dependant situation, or “non-traditional” employment). However, different studies have placed some employment types on either side of the uncertainty spectrum. Self-employment, for instance, is understudied and is often categorised as either secure or insecure employment without a significant conceptual explanation as to why (Bozzon & Murgia, 2021). The share and nature of self-employment varies significantly between different welfare labour regimes (Hatfield, 2015). For example, in many Southern European countries, individuals resort to self-employment as an alternative to poor employment opportunities, which not usually the case in other European countries (Barbieri et al., 2015). Thus, categorising employment status as secure or insecure in cross-country comparison can be even trickier as each labour market dictates the employment circumstances of its participants.

In spite of efforts to make better categories of insecure employment according to specific employment circumstances, there are theoretical issues that employment status does not address. It is impossible to know if two individuals with the same employment history both experience employment uncertainty. Again, using employment status as a proxy for uncertainty becomes significantly more difficult in cross-country comparisons where the share of employment relationships changes with the economic situation and labour laws (Pfau-Effinger, 2019). The share of employment situations within a country also changes
over time (e.g., the number of part-time workers can fluctuate with changes in employment regulations and macro-economic influences). Additionally, new forms of employment have emerged in recent years (e.g., gig work\footnote{Gig work is most easily defined as work contingent on some external demand (Watson et al., 2021). Workers tend to only have loose working relationships with the employer and compensation is based on one specific performance indicator. It is common for online platform workers, independent contractors, freelancers, on-call workers, and zero-hour contracts.}), whose effect on fertility remains unknown (Healy et al., 2017). Work location is also changing (e.g., home office), which has the potential to impact fertility behaviour.

Another common issue is the gendered differences in employment status. Many women—and increasingly men—leave the labour market to take on family care responsibilities. Equating an inactive status to an unemployed one may miscategorise employment uncertainty, especially when considering fertility intentions and outcomes. A frequent solution is to categorise inactive women as secure, but inactive men as insecure (Ciganda, 2015). This assumption may simplify the analysis, but ignores significant research suggesting a large amount of heterogeneity in employment choices (Vitali et al., 2009).

Objective macro measures are particularly useful for cross-country comparisons where institutional and cultural differences can make individual measures difficult to compare (Fesseau et al., 2013). Macro measures assume that individuals face similar risk across the sample area. This assumption can be mitigated by using demographic-specific measures (e.g., women’s unemployment rate). It can be further improved upon by using smaller regions, although this tends to both decreases data availability and adds complexity (Campisi et al., 2020).

Finally, the decision to select a relative or absolute measure needs to be determined by the research question. Relative counts allow for easier comparison across time and space. They are particularly useful for observing diverging trends between specific groups but can obscure changes in level (e.g., when all individuals experience downward or upward movements) because they remain relatively the same. Absolute measures enable examining the scope of an issue but can underestimate perceptions which are often based on relative understandings (Easterlin, 1973). For employment uncertainty, it matters how much time an individual has spent experiencing unstable unemployment, but evidence also shows that it is important to evaluate how common employment uncertainty is among peers (Hofmann et al., 2017). Previously, this time-varying societal perception of economic insecurity has been controlled for with macro measures like national or regional unemployment rate, sex-specific unemployment rate, or consumer confidence index. However, there is a growing acknowledgement that more focus should be given to how macro uncertainty affects the relative perception of one’s labour market position (Vignoli et al., 2020a).

### 4.2 Subjective Measures

When evaluating employment uncertainty, subjective measures have the advantage of directly examining which anxieties cause the individual to feel uncertain about their job. However, these measures have several disadvantages. For example, subjective measures are only as applicable as the survey question’s proper use. Survey questions are often asked with a specific model in mind (e.g., Theory of Planned Behaviour) (Brehm & Schneider, 2019). Therefore, the questions’ wording may not fit into the researcher’s conceptualisation of employment uncertainty. Subjective questions can also be biased by post-hoc rationalisation, in which individuals state that detrimental employment circumstances led to more positive outcomes. This psychological effect positively biases subjective questions, particularly when the main cause of employment uncertainty has already occurred (Stewart & Hull, 1992). Furthermore, subjective measures are sensitive to recent events, respondents’ immediate circumstances, and cultural and linguistic bias (Jahedi & Méndez, 2014). Even in the same cultural context, interpersonal differences like optimism or pessimism complicate comparing perceived levels of uncertainty. Studies often combine subjective measures with objective ones to account for the relative effect of interpersonal difference (Kreyenfeld, 2016; Liebbroer, 2005). Additionally, some longitudinal statistical techniques examine latent features of individuals across time that help reduce interpersonal differences (Bollen & Long, 1993). Survey frequency dictates the accuracy of the subjective measures (Kahneman & Krueger, 2006): Greater intervals between survey waves may miss periods of uncertainty, since employment uncertainty is often short-lived but highly consequential. Finally, studies that use both subjective and objective measures often overestimate the effect of the explanatory variables (Jahedi & Méndez, 2014). Objective measures are preferable when subjective and objective measures are highly correlated, as they are less like to suffer from bias (Ibid.).
5 CONCLUSION

Studies that use objective measures, subjective measures, or a mixture of the two have concluded that employment uncertainty negatively impacts both the timing and total number of births. Nevertheless, the results from these studies paint a heterogeneous picture of the size and significance of the effect. What is clear from the results of the empirical work is that employment uncertainty affects fertility differently between socioeconomic groups, genders, parities, and countries.

Having permanent, full-time employment—particularly for men—increases fertility (Pailhé & Solaz, 2012). However, studies that do not include income and partnership risk overestimating the effect of employment uncertainty on fertility (Alderotti et al., 2021). There appears to be strong evidence that the income effect reduces fertility for both men and women, specifically with fixed-term contracts (Kohler et al., 2002; van Wijk et al., 2021). Men appear to be to be more uniformly affected by employment uncertainty, likely due to their attractiveness on the marriage market (Kalmijn, 2011; Oppenheimer, 1988). By contrast, women show much more heterogeneity. There is evidence that women with either high or low incomes have an increased risk of child birth (Baizán, 2005). However, that may not be true for lower educated women or those living in Southern and Eastern Europe (Adsera, 2011a). The heterogenous effects of employment uncertainty extend to different ethnic, immigrant, and occupational groups (Barbieri et al., 2015; Dupray & Pailhé, 2018; Kulu & Hannemann, 2016; Wood & Neels, 2017). This effect appears to be different for first birth than higher parity births (Andersson, 2000), although few papers study both. Higher subjective perceptions of employment uncertainty reduce fertility (Fahlen & Oláh, 2018; Hanappi et al., 2017). Both objective and subjective negative job characteristic (e.g., job-related stress) seem to impact fertility (Begall & Mills, 2011). All studies listed in Section 3 found negative effects of employment uncertainty on fertility for some groups.

The more heterogeneous results for women may be due to the preference towards family life or children as an alternative to participating in the labour market (Hakim, 2003). Using subjective questions of work and family preferences to support the process of categorising uncertain employment statuses may help reduce errors from false categorisation. As far as the author is aware, no research has yet been able to comprehensively capture the effect of voluntary versus involuntary unemployment/inactiveness. Future research should consider the level in which most fertility decisions are made: not exclusively by the individual but rather at the dyadic (partner) level, since individuals consider both their own and their partner’s employment situation when making fertility decisions.

Both fertility and employment uncertainty are age-specific (Adsera, 2011a). The literature is not clear as to whether the temporal proximity of employment uncertainty to the intended timing of the birth event has a significant effect. Since employment is interlinked with other life-course domains like partnership, housing and health, observing causal links is not always straightforward (Huinink & Kohli, 2014). Early-career employment uncertainty may have a ripple effect on precursory life course domains, delaying or stunting the transition to parenthood (Billari, 2001). Employment uncertainty is also likely to permeate other life domains, making it more complex to determine the directionality of life-course domain uncertainty. The effect that the uncertainty of other life domains has on employment uncertainty continues to be an area for exploration.

Limited studies examine sector, cultural, or country-specific tolerance for uncertainty. Tolerance for uncertainty may be age or education-specific. For example, the highly educated may take longer to enter the labour market and accept less stable employment positions in order to gain human and social capital (Perrier, 2013). Lower educated individuals may unwillingly have to accept jobs with unstable working hours or short-term contracts (Heinz, 2009). Thus, while uncertainty is often considered as a non-favourable situation, employment uncertainty may be tolerated or even desired at specific points in the career trajectory (Kalleberg, 2009; Vignoli et al., 2020b). Hence, the question is not only if individuals face uncertainty, but if they have the (perceived) capacity to escape it (Gatta et al., 2021; Green et al., 2000). Future research needs to confront the likelihood that uncertainty is not necessarily a negative part of an individual’s life. Rather, there seems to be two key aspects: the capacity and perception to escape it when desired. Thus, there are both objective questions (e.g., what defines the capacity to escape uncertain employment) and subjective ones (e.g., how to measure a person’s perception of their risk of being stuck in uncertain employment). Researchers should not take a naïve approach in assuming employment uncertainty is inherently negative, but instead find ways to examine how individuals deal with it.
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# APPENDIX

## TABLE A1: LIST OF SOURCES AND MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT UNCERTAINTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsera (2011b)</td>
<td><em>Employment status:</em> Working or unemployed/inactive</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Second/Third</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baizán (2005)</td>
<td><em>Employment status:</em> Employed, unemployed, student, or housewife; Public/private sector; Permanent, temporary, or self-employed; Full/part-time</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Second+</td>
<td>Denmark/Italy/Spain/UK</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><em>Income:</em> 4 income groups taking into account woman’s and partner’s income</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Rel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbieri et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Employment status: 4 employment categories: permanent, self-employed, atypical, and non-standard Binary indicator of <em>insecure work</em> (atypical or non-standard) and <em>secure work</em> (permanent or self-employed).</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Italy, Spain</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Occupational class: EGP classification system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begall &amp; Mills (2011)</td>
<td>Job characteristics: 3 measures: perceived work control, job strain, importance placed on combining work and family</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhaumik &amp; Nugent (2011)</td>
<td>Subjective perception of security: Indicator combing subjective measure of risk of losing job (employed) and ease of finding job (unemployed)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Likelihood of childbirth</td>
<td>East and West Germany</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busetta et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Number and duration of job spells: Indicator combining number, duration, pairwise proximity, and recentness of years with discontinuous employment</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Rel.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahlén &amp; Oláh (2018)</td>
<td><em>Subjective perception of security: Job security, income security</em></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Macro: Employment Protection Legislation Index</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>Rel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatta et al. (2021)</td>
<td><em>Perception of resilience: Likelihood to lose job, likelihood to find a new job in case of job loss</em></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><em>Subjective perception of security: Job satisfaction</em></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guetto et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Experimental methods: Participants read news about various economic forecasts</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanappi et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Subjective perception of security: Job security Indicator of rising or falling insecurity (for individual and partner)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Intentions to outcomes</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofmann &amp; Hohmeyer (2013)</td>
<td>Subjective perception of security: Financial security</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Likelihood of becoming pregnant</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Özcan et al. (2010)</td>
<td><em>Number and duration of job spells: Number of months, number of unemployment spells, number of prior job shifts</em></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number and duration of job spells: Ratio of years spent in unemployed/short-term employment over permanent employment since union formation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number and duration of job spells: Number of long-term employment spells (4+ months)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Career making: Index of being underqualified, properly qualified, or overqualified for first position</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Rel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Wijk et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Income: Log yearly individual income</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>Obj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>Abs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjective perception of security: Individual perceives risk of losing job and worries about losing job</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vignoli et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Job characteristics: Subjective well-being</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Intentions (Childless, Higher parity)</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Subj.</td>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* F = Females, B = Both sexes, C= Couples.

1 This indicator is relative by its use in this paper, but can be absolute if used differently.

2 The index is derived from objective measures with an explicit goal of capturing unreported subjective perceptions.
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